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ABSTRACT
Islamic Azad University as an educational institution was founded more than a quarter century ago. It has a wide role in growth and expansion and development of education and raising the level of graduation and excellence of community's people in Iran. This is because education of human labor for entering the market is the activity of universities, including Azad University. This activity has a great effect on growth and development of the country. It itself was also affected by this growth and development. This growth is physically more tangible in university. It has become common in the minds of the public as an undeniable truth. Islamic Azad University made its surrounding environment in line with itself in its growth and development path. Not only it had an effect on its body and surroundings but could also change city's development path in most small and medium developing cities while imposing it on other land uses. It itself became the factor of determining the way of new textures' formation and old textures' evolution. The research methodology is functional in terms of purpose. The study method is descriptive and analytical in terms of method and nature. Information collection method had been library, documentary, and field studies (questionnaire). The research statistical population includes 370 residents of surrounding neighborhoods. However, 400 questionnaires were distributed and 385 questionnaires were completed and answered to ensure. SPSS analytical software and Excel has been used to analyze information. The results of this research indicate the effectiveness of university in economic, physical, social and cultural dimensions.
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INTRODUCTION
Problem statement
At the present era the university has become a phenomenon that can be analyzed from different aspects. The thing that today has become a reality in the international arena is physical role and effectiveness of university in social, economic, cultural, scientific and political dimensions. Its importance is increasing day by day.
Universities have been intertwined in the fabric of scientific and research relations and mechanisms of social and economic development that it is not possible to separate their role from complexities of development of the path. Also, the production process of material capital that is not something other than economic wealth has been tied closely with scientific activities and training of specialized forces in universities.

Thus, we chose Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch for several reasons. Firstly, primary studies and observations show that this university with a history of nearly a quarter century has caused many changes in the spatial structures of its surrounding. Undoubtedly, it will change this region to one of the urban very active cores in Sari in the near future with operation of the plans and projects, including hospital. The next reason is tangibility of many created changes after foundation of this university in spatial structures of the surrounding neighborhoods.

**Research goals**
1. Investigate the physical changes affected by the existence of academic branch on Sari City and investigate the changes' trend
2. Social, cultural, and identity of the body and surrounding texture affected by the existence of academic branch on the city and suburb of Sari City
3. Institutionalize academic and scientific role for this area of Sari City
4. Improve the effects of Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch on spatial structures of surrounding texture

**Research questions**
1. Has the establishment of Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch had an effect on physical structure and attraction of different land uses?
2. How had been the economic effects of Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch in surrounding neighborhoods?
3. Had establishment of university had an effect on demographic and social structure of its surrounding neighborhoods?
4. To what extent Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch had been effective in changing the path of urban growth and development?
5. What are the effects of academic branch on physical changes of texture, lands use, density of the surrounding residential, departmental, commercial, and so on units and change of physical development trend, and giving orientation to it?
6. Has mutual need led to disorder in spatial body of the branch margin?

**Research methodology**
The used method in this research is descriptive, analytical that in the first is introduced the studied concepts, and it is conducted with the use of polling centers data and also equipped libraries and then field studies by questionnaire and interview from inhabitants about the performed changes and how it effects on the lives of inhabitants and desirability degree of that, in the following the current situation of intended region is described, that it is to the analysis and evaluation and presentation of solutions. After collecting data "Excel and SPSS" software was used for the analysis of the data. It should be noted that from t-student test and Friedman test we will use for analyze the data. Friedman test is a non-parametric test (intergroup) that, that is used for comparing average of the ranks among of k-variables (Group).
THEORETICAL FOUNDATIONS

The concept of university
Choosing word of the university equal to word of the university and facility equal to word of the facility and professor equal to word of the lecture and students equal to word of the student and other words has been a special meaning in our community, and the university word has been selected because of that is useful from concept of "knowledge" with in term of time and in term of time place "Gah", it is too, places of the forming knowledge, that’s growth center than and place of science’s prosperity. Also, a boiling or seeker movement is hidden in the word of university or students and it means that knowledge has rooted inside individuals and it is followed with the continuous search and research. Aside from the terminology of universities also they are phenomena in the scientific concept that have been formed that completing epistemology of human, Basically, the phenomenon of university has been formed that shows the human cognition in a short time with the trainings that are inside of that. (Khaleghi moghadam: 1990)

Aims of creating university
Our expectation of the university is not the same of past in the twenty-first century. Universities should be having a dominant role in the economic, cultural, and social life. In the present century mission of the university is knowledge creation, In addition to it prepares the youth for enter to the employment market. And also is expected from university graduates that they to be have the active participation in the social, political affairs. It is expected from universities that to be have an important role even in the local economy.

Theory of action
Action theory has roots in the “karma kas vebr” in the field of social action. So, Weber had based his work on the hypotheses in the field of activists and action. But his main interest was attentive of the effect of cultural and structural requirements on the activists. Action theory acts in the thought and individual action instead of emphasizing on this aspect of Weber's work. In abstract of "Roscoe Hynkel” principles of action theory is as follows (George Rytrz: 2005)

1. Humans social activities originate from awareness to themselves, others and external positions.
2. Humans act for achieve to their mental intentions, destinations and aims.
3. Humans use from tool, act techniques and methods and instrument proportional with their aims.
4. Their field of act is limited because of conditions and requirements that cannot be closed.
5. Humans measure, evaluate and select what that they have performed or are performing that or will be performed, by the enforcement of volition or the judgment.

Conflict theory
The word of Conflict has been taken from the root of Configure means collisions and fight. It is called conflict whenever two or more persons or groups to be in apparent conflict and disagreement mixed with violence in term of violation in the thought and the benefits. for this phrase has been considered equivalents such as conflict, contrast, battle, aberration, duality and animosity and successive thaer used in the Marxist sociology and it is from major ideologies in the sociology.

Systems theory
During social thoughts, can be evaluated and identified the two intellectual major flows in the various social affairs and phenomena: First, intellectual flow believed to the lawlessness of affairs and phenomena that it comes from messy and chaotic thoughts and it had been propagator a kind of intellectual chaos and confusion, spiritual passivity and nihilism. Meanwhile, systematic attitude, knows related to each other and effective all existing phenomena in the nature and society and it considers systematic their stable relationships that forms existing process of the phenomena, limitation of each phenomenon is determined in relation to other phenomena, This means that a phenomenon is also an
element of a larger system as system of its elements. Each phenomenon or object, while is considered the system than to its elements. It is considered a subsystem compared to larger systems. (Golabi 1990)

Existentialism theory
existentialisms theory is a philosophical approach, it emphasizes on the independence, free volition in the individual responsibility of humans consumedly, they believe, science and scientific determinism-like collision, that it assumes the human lack of the wisdom and the volition cannot be able help to the recognize of original existence human. Because the most important issues that are related to the human identity, are beyond from access of science. So existentialisms opinion, the mission of higher education or the highest quality level from the university is something except creating appropriate fields for individual growth and prosperity of more individual ability (Hosseini and Latifian 2008)

Growth pole theory
Growth pole theory emphasizes on the enormous investment in the industry, in the largest cities. In this theory, the governments can provide the motivations of economic growth. this economic growth spreads in the outside urban centers and it leads to the zonal social-economic development. thus in the growth pole theory is giving priority to the cities that social-economic development of cities leads to the social-economic development of the villages. This theory emphasizes on the performance of free market forces that, that's side effects, is motivation of social-economic development across the region. In a growth pole theory, investment in the industry is considered as engine of development for agricultural and commercial activities, and capital and labor move in that.

Influence dimensions of the universities on the communities development
University is an institution that it is in the top of the pyramid of scientific institutions. On the one hand correct performance of universities, it brings development and progress and on the other hand it improves the development process of community to the higher place as a positive feedback. On the one hand the universities are considered as subsets of the higher education system in development process of a country that they play a key and vital role as a centers that breed and prepare the efficient, worthy and with skills manpower, for answering to real needs of community in different fields because the universities try for development with their outcomes to the community actually.

In summary, it can be said that higher education system plays a vital role in the development process and creating balance between various dimensions of development of country. The principled investment in this section is considered the creating facilities and convenience for future generations and the correct action for scientific development of country (Fereidoon 2004).

Dimensions of effectiveness of universities on development of communities
University is an institution that is at the top of the pyramid of scientific institutions of a community. Proper performance of university on the one hand, brings development and progress, and on the other hand transfers the development trend of community as a positive feedback to loftier place.

Universities on the one hand are posed as the subsets of higher education system in development process of a country. They take a key and vital role as centers that train and prepare the efficient, competent and skilled human force to respond the real needs of community in different fields. This is because universities practically take step in the way of development with their outputs to the community.

Briefly, it can be said higher education system has a fundamental role in the development process and balancing between various dimensions of development of the country. Methodical investment in this section is actually considered creation of facilities and conveniences for future generations and the proper measure

Relationship between city and university campus
Bolton had been revived in the late twentieth century based on a combination of physical, cultural and economic forces that had been penetrated in the city life through universities and colleges. There was a special relationship between the city and its universities. This indicates the existence of a special relationship between urbanism and architecture of the city and its universities. Are there any elements and factors in this physical relationship that can create positive quality effects for the city and the universities in the future?

**Image 1:** Cambridge University that people are using the campus space

**Image 2:** University of Virginia

**RESEARCH FINDINGS**

**Testing hypotheses**

Data is reviewed and analyzed with regard to the validity and reliability of questionnaire items. One-sample t test was used to test the research hypotheses and the questionnaire items were classified in the environmental, economic, social and cultural group and the data obtained were analyzed. Friedman test was used for ranking among the components of sustainable development and to determine the maximum and minimum affected areas of Azad University of Sari.
Since the normality of the data is not important in performing one-sample t test, but approximate normality of the data, is appropriate to perform this test. However, Skewness and kurtosis of the data was examined to assess the normality of the data. Skewness is a measure of symmetry or asymmetry of the distribution function. For a perfectly symmetrical distribution is the zero Skewness and for an asymmetric distribution with kurtosis towards higher values is positive Skewness and for asymmetric distribution with kurtosis towards smaller values is negative Skewness. Kurtosis represents the height of a distribution. In other words, kurtosis is a measure of the height of the curve at the point of maximum. Maximum is value of kurtosis and Skewness for normal distribution is between -3 to +3.

### Table 1: Study of the normality of the studied variables

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Sd</th>
<th>Skewness</th>
<th>Kurtosis</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Social and cultural development effects</td>
<td>3.92</td>
<td>0.652</td>
<td>-0.943</td>
<td>2.233</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physical development effects</td>
<td>3.91</td>
<td>0.671</td>
<td>-0.868</td>
<td>2.066</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic development effects</td>
<td>3.94</td>
<td>0.692</td>
<td>-0.755</td>
<td>0.881</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**First major hypothesis:** the establishment of Islamic Azad University of Sari has a positive impact on social and cultural development areas surrounding the University.

Test results of the first main hypothesis indicate that a t-single sample test value is (42.74) the Table 4-16 shows that There is a significant difference with confidence of 99% and error level smaller than 0.01 (p <0.001). The mean of statical population (3.92) is higher than given average (2.5). Thus it can be said that the null hypothesis of research based on lack of relationship between the study variables is rejected and the research hypothesis is confirmed.

### Table 2: t test results for the main hypothesis of research

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>Degrees of freedom (df)</th>
<th>Significant level</th>
<th>Mean difference</th>
<th>confidence interval %95 of the difference</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Minimum</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social and cultural development effects</td>
<td>42.74</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.42</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>physical development effects</td>
<td>41.35</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Economic development effects</td>
<td>40.69</td>
<td>384</td>
<td>0.000</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>1.37</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Second major hypothesis:** the establishment of Islamic Azad University of Sari has a positive impact on the physical development of surrounding the University areas.

Test results of the first main hypothesis indicate that a t-single sample test value is (41.35) the Table 4-16 shows that There is a significant difference with confidence of 99% and error level smaller than 0.01 (p
The mean of statical population (3.91) is higher than given average (2.5). Thus it can be said that the null hypothesis of research based on lack of relationship between the study variables is rejected and the research hypothesis is confirmed.

**Third major hypothesis:** the establishment of Islamic Azad University of Sari has a positive impact on the economic development of surrounding the University areas.

test results of the first main hypothesis indicate that a t-single sample test value is (40.69) the Table 4-16 shows that There is a significant difference with confidence of 99% and error level smaller than 0.01 (p <0.001). The mean of statical population (3.94) is higher than given average (2.5). Thus it can be said that the null hypothesis of research based on lack of relationship between the study variables is rejected and the research hypothesis is confirmed.

According to Table 2, it is observed that the t-value of all three factors is higher than standard value. So can be concluded the Islamic Azad University on the surrounding areas has social-cultural, physical and economic effects, and all three factors are effective in sustainable development.

**CONCLUSION**

**Has establishment of Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch had an effect on spatial and physical structure and attraction of different surrounding land uses?**

As has been mentioned in the previous chapters Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch has been able to act effectively on the development of physical structure of surrounding neighborhoods. Increase of the surrounding population and consequently the need for more residential units, and on the other hand interest of employees to settle in the vicinity of the university has enhanced constructional density in surrounding environments. We can see its sample in creating residential suburbs and changing pattern of construction of villa to apartment and construction of apartment complexes in the vicinity. On the other hand, increase of residential units and subsequently increase of population needs and demands other land uses to fulfill the daily needs of residents. We see the creation of new land uses, including department stores (Iranian and Negin, and so on) in this regard in responding to the needs.

**How had been the economic effects of Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch in surrounding neighborhoods?**

It can be said about the economic effects of Islamic Azad University on surrounding neighborhoods that establishment of the University has acted on its development as an increasing value on the development of surrounding neighborhoods. We saw based on the cases that were stated in the third chapter that although increase of land cost and building rent, inflation and specific economic conditions of different years had been temporal, but a mutation has been created in estate and buildings' rent simultaneous with establishment of the university.

All of them had been resulted from desirability and more demand for purchasing lands existing in the surrounding neighborhoods of the university. Of course, as was described in the field studies, the university has increased the level of residents' welfare, created new jobs, and increased the amount of consumption of goods and services in its surrounding neighborhoods. It should be noted that it has been sufficed in this regard due to lack of access to information and data of questionnaire.

**Had establishment of university had an effect on demographic and social structure of its surrounding neighborhoods?**

Considering that Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch not only has an effect on the surrounding environments but also has been with an effect on the whole path of the sea road (Farahabad Boulevard)
and it has brought persuasion of transfer of other academic branches from other parts of Sari city to this path (seventeen public and non-profit academic branches).

Given that the vast majority of their personnel and professors are non-native and on the other hand tourism being of this academic axis and high attraction in the desire to live in this axis has caused a significant number of professors to be settled in the surrounding environments of academic branches as professor's suburbs. On the other hand the presence of a large group of students and the need for rental houses has changed the region population significantly.

Levels of the region literacy has have increased according to literate being of the new residents. The desire for education and higher educations has been created in traditional group of the region. Subsequently we see change in the reference groups in these regions. This is because the region population has had more desire to work in agricultural affairs and the related jobs.

But the desire to new jobs has been appeared there after the incidence of new population according to the new needs, including student services (printing and copying, food and grocery store and so on) and services between the road (cars services and traveler families and so on) by the younger generation.

**To what extent Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch had been effective in changing the path of urban growth and development?**

As has been mentioned in the previous chapters, communicational networks have been developed after the establishment of Islamic Azad University Branch in Sari Branch to the sea and its large student population. It particularly has led to creation of bus lines from Valiasr Square to Islamic Azad University Sari Branch and surrounding villages, and equipment of the sea boulevard with lighting and several pedestrian bridges and under study being of monorail line from Sari to the sea (According to a study between the Sari Branch and Sari governorship and road). These all have caused this axis to have a very high boom.

Creation of infrastructure has led to migration of seventeen academic branches from other parts of the city to this axis. Consequently, the creation of small and large suburbs and different land uses in the vicinity of each of the branches has automatically provided the causes of path change of Sari city development from East and West to the North. Several times increase of the lands' price in this axis proves this claim.

**What are the effects of academic branch on physical changes of texture, lands use, density of the surrounding residential, departmental, commercial, and so on units and change of physical development trend, and giving orientation to it?**

As it has been mentioned in the above paragraphs, Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch can be mentioned as the main factor that has caused increase of residential density and increase of the number of constructional floors, as well as creation of apartment residential complexes around the university. This is because the surrounding environments and even Farahabad axis were utilizing limited land uses and limited constructional density and low altitude according to Google Maps in 2003 before the presence of this branch.

A lot of residential and apartment complexes and service complexes have been created by the establishment of Sari Branch to fulfill the needs of great student population that includes 12,000 students of Islamic Azad University, Sari Branch and tens of thousands of students from other academic branches settled in this axis.

A significant proportion of the professors and employees transferred to this axis should also be added to this population that needs services. Subsequently the path change of the city development and the programs under study accelerate urban planners of this development.
Has mutual need led to disorder in spatial body of the branch margin?

Disorders had been naturally predictable considering that the establishment of the branch in the urban structure from before and even the future development had not been predicted, and on the other hand the surrounding texture capacity also had not been at the extent of mass of the new population. Urgent need of the new population had led to construction of new suburbs and apartments regardless of urban regulations.

SUGGESTIONS
A) Amendment at the scope of city and county in such a way that Sari axis to the sea to be exited to a radius of scope of governorship and bailiwick and to be added to the urban domain to have a detailed and comprehensive plan in terms of urbanism. The over-constructions to be prevented and a coordination to be created between the departments related to urban services in order to create the necessary harmony in the body and content in buildings and facades and even the facilities related to urban transportation.

B) Conducting studies on location and construction of the land uses required for the university such as cultural centers and parking and so on

C) Transfer of those surrounding land uses that are incompatible with the educational and cultural and even biological environment (such as poultry farms, etc.) and other obtrusive jobs from vicinity of the university out of bounds or to industrial suburbs.

D) Implementation of high-speed transportation links and suggestion of the author or the university preferably Monorail (implementation of urban train seems very difficult because of many cuts over the path of Sari to the sea for access to 60 villages branching from this axis) to reduce traffic and road accidents.

E) Creation of cultural spaces with distinct and excellent features in the adjacent neighborhoods to help to the cultural richness of the region to stand against some of the cultural invasions resulting from change of demographic texture

F) Creation of public spaces in the vicinity and surrounding neighborhoods as the civic beating heart of cultural and artistic and educational centers in this region
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